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Abstract

Humans infer rich knowledge of objects from both audi-

tory and visual cues. Building a machine of such competency,

however, is very challenging, due to the great difficulty in

capturing large-scale, clean data of objects with both their

appearance and the sound they make. In this paper, we

present a novel, open-source pipeline that generates audio-

visual data, purely from 3D object shapes and their physical

properties. Through comparison with audio recordings and

human behavioral studies, we validate the accuracy of the

sounds it generates. Using this generative model, we are

able to construct a synthetic audio-visual dataset, namely

Sound-20K, for object perception tasks. We demonstrate

that auditory and visual information play complementary

roles in object perception, and further, that the representa-

tion learned on synthetic audio-visual data can transfer to

real-world scenarios.

1. Introduction

Humans perceive objects through both their visual ap-

pearance and the sounds they make. Given a short audio clip

of objects interacting, humans, including young children,

can recover rich information about the materials, surface

smoothness, and the quantity of objects involved [46, 22, 35].

Although visual information provides cues for some of these

questions, others can only be assessed with sound. Fig-

ure 1 shows an example: objects with different masses and

Young’s moduli may have almost identical appearance, but

they make different sounds when impacted, and vice versa.

This suggests the importance of using both modalities when

building machines for object perception tasks.

Compared to visual data, collecting large-scale au-

dio recordings with rich object-level annotations is time-

consuming and technically challenging for multiple reasons.

∗ indicates equal contributions.

(A) paper cup (B) ceramic cup (C) ceramic plate

Figure 1: Audio and visual data provide complementary informa-

tion: visual cues tell us that A and B are cups and C is a plate, but

only auditory cues inform us that A is made of a different material

(paper) than B and C are (ceramic).

First, labeling objects at a finer granularity requires strong do-

main knowledge: various types of wood may have different

physical properties, and therefore sound distinct; however,

labeling wood type itself is already a highly nontrivial task.

Further, some core object properties such as Young’s modu-

lus and density greatly affects the sound of an object, but it is

often expensive and even intractable to obtain ground truth

values. This could possibly explain why recent large-scale

audio datasets, like the AudioSet [16], provide labels only on

audio events, but not on the objects that generate the sounds.

Secondly, sound recorded in real life is generally a mix-

ture of multiple sound sources and background noise. This

poses an additional challenge in disentangling the sound

each object makes. For example, the The Greatest Hits

dataset [32] contains videos of objects hit by a drumstick.

Despite being object-centric, the dataset contains many au-

dio clips where the sound from the object is overwhelmed

by that of the drumstick.

We introduce an alternative approach to overcome such

difficulties — synthesizing audio-visual data for object per-

ception — inspired by recent attempts in using synthetic

visual data [36]. Synthesized data is automatically labeled,
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easy to scale up and to increase its variance. In addition,

synthesized sounds are naturally disentangled, as one could

always generate the sound of each object independently. Our

data synthesis framework is composed of three core gener-

ative models: a physics engine, a graphics engine, and an

audio engine. The physics engine takes objects’ shapes, ma-

terial properties, and initial conditions as input, and then sim-

ulates their subsequent motions and collisions. The graphics

engine renders videos based on the simulated object motion.

The audio engine is built upon on a line of sound simulation

works in computer graphics [19]. It combines pre-computed

object mode shapes and object collisions for accurate audio

synthesis. Our physics-based generative model contrasts

with recent neural audio synthesis methods [32].

The core challenge for data synthesis is to achieve authen-

ticity. To ensure our synthetic audio is realistic, we validate

our synthesized audio by comparing it with real recordings

obtained under experimental settings. Through spectral anal-

ysis and human studies, we demonstrate that our pipeline for

audio synthesis produces realistic sounds.

With our generative model, we built a new synthetic

dataset with audio-visual information. Our dataset, Sound-

20K, consists of 20,378 videos with corresponding audio of

objects interacting in a set of scenarios. We show, on both

Sound-20K and real-world datasets, that visual and auditory

information contribute in a complementary manner to object

perception tasks including shape attribute and material recog-

nition. We further demonstrate that knowledge learned on

our synthetic dataset can be transferred for object perception

on two real-world video datasets, Physics 101 [40] and The

Greatest Hits [32].

Our contributions are three-fold: first, we propose to use

synthesized audio-visual data for physical object perception,

which provides unique advantages over purely gathering and

using real recordings; second, we develop a fully generative,

open-source audio-visual synthesis engine, and have gener-

ated a new dataset Sound-20K for studying object perception

in various scenarios; third, we demonstrate that auditory and

visual information can jointly contribute to infer geometric

and physical properties of objects, and that the knowledge

learned from our synthetic dataset is transferable to con-

strained real world scenes.

2. Related Work

Human Visual and Auditory Perception In the past

decades, there have been extensive studies on how visual

data enables human perception [20]. In the field of audi-

tory perception, or psychoacoustics, researchers have also

explored how humans could infer object properties includ-

ing shape, material, size from audio [46, 22, 34, 21, 35].

Recently, Mcdermott et al. [27] proposed compact sound

representations that capture semantic information and are

informative of human auditory perception.

Physical Object Modeling Our work studies physical ob-

ject perception, and therefore relates to research in modeling

object shape and physics. There have been abundant works

in computer vision to recover a 3D shape representation

from visual input [37, 38, 5, 43]. For large-scale 3D shape

modeling, the recently introduced ShapeNet [6] contains a

large number of 3D CAD models for shape modeling, some

with physical attributes. Fouhey et al. proposed the concept

of 3D Shape Attributes [14], which, instead of modeling 3D

shapes directly, characterized them with distinct attributes.

An important topic in understanding physical object prop-

erties is material recognition, which has been another long-

standing research problem in computer vision [24, 25, 3].

Recently, Owens et al. [32] attempted to infer material prop-

erties from audio, focusing on the scenario of hitting objects

with a drumstick. There have also been some recent works

on understanding physical object properties like masses and

frictions from visual input [42, 40, 7], and on modeling

object or scene dynamics with explicit or learned physical

laws [15, 28, 29, 45].

Synthesizing Data for Learning Most representation

learning algorithms requires large amounts of data to achieve

good performance, but for many tasks labeled data are scarce.

Therefore, researchers have explored using synthetic visual

data for tasks like viewpoint estimation and 3D reconstruc-

tion [36, 41]. Compared to these works, we explore synthe-

sizing both visual and auditory data for learning.

Our sound synthesis pipeline builds upon several sound

simulation works [31, 12, 19, 4, 39] in computer graphics.

Early works [39] simulated object vibration using Finite El-

ement Method and approximated the vibrating object as a

single point source. For better synthesis quality, O’Brien et

al. [12, 31] used the Rayleigh method to approximate wave

equation solutions. James et al. [19] proposed to solve the

Helmholtz equation using Boundary Element Method, where

each object’s vibration mode is approximated by a set of

vibrating points. Bonneel et al. [4] proposed a frequency-

domain sound synthesize method that could achieve near

real-time performance. In contrast with the above work, we

first construct an open-source pipeline that is able to synthe-

size audio-visual data at a large scale. Then, we propose to

investigate how such synthetic date could help with physical

object perception tasks.

Learning from Visual and Auditory Data Our frame-

work enables generating large-scale audio-visual data for

learning systems. Many multi-modal learning algorithms

focused on learning jointly from visual and textual data, but

there have been also some attempts in learning jointly from

video and audio [30, 2]. Especially, Owens et al. [32, 33]

explored using audio as supervision for sound synthesis and

visual representation learning, and Aytar et al. [2] discussed

how to jointly learn from audio and video for scene classifi-

cation.
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3. A Physical, Audio-Visual Generative Model

3.1. Overview

Our design of the generative model originates from the

underlying mechanism of the physical world: when objects

move in a scene, physical laws apply and physical events like

collisions may occur. What we see is a video rendering of the

scene with respect to object appearance, external lighting,

etc., and what we hear is the vibrations of object shapes

caused by physical events.

Our generative model therefore consists of a physics en-

gine at its core, an associated graphics engine and an audio

engine, as shown in Figure 2.

Physics Engine The physics engine serves as a core com-

ponent for generating physical events. For audio and visual

data, the important events are motions and collisions. Mo-

tion determines the position of objects at any given time, and

collisions determine how vibrations in objects are excited.

To this end, we used the open-source physical simulation en-

gine Bullet [10], which feeds the physical events to graphical

engine and audio engine. For accuracy purposes, the time

step for physical simulation is set to 1/300 s. The outputs of

the physics engine are motion information, which consists

of an object’s center position plus rotation, and collision

information, which consists of collision position, direction

and amplitude.

Graphics Engine We used Blender∗ and its Cycles ray

tracer as our rendering tool. The rendering pipeline takes

the motion information produced by the physics engine as

input, i.e., object’s center positions and its rotations at given

time, then rigidly transform each object accordingly. The

graphics engine is configured to render 30 frames per second

for video generation.

3.2. Audio Engine

The audio engine, parallel to the graphics engine, takes

object collision information as input and renders correspond-

ing sound heard at the camera position. We generally fol-

lowed the pipeline introduced by James et al. [19] to con-

struct our audio engine. The audio engine first converts the

object’s collision information into its vibration using Finite

Element Methods (FEM), then uses the vibration as a bound-

ary condition to solve the wave propagation equation, which

gives the air pressure, i.e. sound, at the camera position. We

explain each step in detail below.

Collision to Vibration We adopt Finite Element Methods

for converting collisions to object vibration. We first convert

the surface mesh of an object into a volumetric tetrahedral

mesh using isosurface stuffing [23], which represents the

original shape with N tetrahedrons. Then, we apply FEM

to solve for modal shapes of an object in the range of k

∗https://www.blender.org

audible frequencies. Specifically, the vibration equation can

be written as

M
∂2

u

∂t2
+Ku = f , (1)

where u ∈ R
3N denotes the displacement of elemental nodes

in 3D; M,K ∈ R
3N×3N denotes the mass and stiffness

matrix of the system respectively, and f ∈ R
3N stands for

the applied external force. We then find the modal matrix

Φ ∈ R
3N×k by solving the generalized eigenvalue problem:

ΦTMΦ = I, ΦTKΦ = D, (2)

where D ∈ R
k×k is a diagonal matrix.

Modal shapes are then defined as the columns of matrix

Φ. According to modal analysis procedures in FEM [18], u

can be decomposed into a set of modal coefficients c ∈ R
k

under modal basis Φ, i.e.:

Φc = u. (3)

The induced vibration is then a linear combination of

modal shapes with modal coefficients c. To see this, substi-

tute Equation 1 into Equation 3, which gives

∂2
c

∂t2
+KΦc = f ⇒ ∂2

c

∂t2
+Dc = ΦT

f . (4)

Note that since D is diagonal, the system can be decoupled

into independent sinusoid solutions, and the actual vibration

is given by Φc.

Solving the Wave Equation Then, given an object’s vi-

bration, we need to solve for the actual air pressure profile

at the camera position. The underlying equation to describe

this process is the wave equation,
(

∇2 − 1

v2
∂2

∂t2

)

p(x, t) = 0, (5)

where p(x, t) denotes the air pressure at time t and position

x. v denotes the speed of sound in air. Suppose pi(x, t) is

the solution to the Neumann boundary condition composed

by object vibration:

∂

∂n
pi(x, 0) = Φi, x ∈ S, (6)

where Φi is the i-th column of Φ, S is the object’s surface,

and n is the surface normal. The solution to Equation 6 is

simply
∑

i cipi(x, t). Since each modal shape has its natural

frequency ωi, pi(x, t) can be written as qi(x)e
−jωit,where

j =
√
−1. Then, the wave equation can be turned into the

Helmholtz equation for each modal shape,

(

∇2 + k2
)

qi(x) = 0, s.t.
∂

∂n
qi(x) = Φi x ∈ S. (7)

Our audio engine solves the above Helmholtz equation

using Boundary Element Method (BEM) [8]. We built two

solvers for Equation 7: a direct integration solver using

open-source library NiHu [13] and an iterative solver with

Fast Multipole Method [26] acceleration using the FMM3D

library [44]. A more detailed description can be found in the
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Figure 2: Our generative model for audio-visual scenes. Given object shapes, material properties, and a scene configuration, a physics engine

simulates both object collisions and motion. An audio engine then takes the collision data and pre-computed object mode shapes for sound

synthesis. There is also a graphics engine that renders accompanying video based on object motion.

supplementary material.

Offline-Online Decomposition A straightforward imple-

mentation of the above framework would be inefficient.

James et al. [19] proposed to accelerate it by decompos-

ing the audio engine into an on-line phase and an off-line

phase. The offline part computes the modal shapes of an

object and their corresponding air pressure on its surface,

using FMM-accelerated BEM. Then, the surface air pressure

for each mode is approximated by the pressure generated by

a set of vibrating points inside the object, whose location

and vibration amplitude are pre-computed and stored. The

points’ position and amplitude are computed so that the pres-

sure they produce approximates the original surface pressure

in least square sense. The on-line step first decomposes the

collision information into modal coefficients. Then, for each

mode, we simply calculate the sound pressure field generated

by the pre-computed points sets, which is far more efficient

than solving the Helmholtz equation. Finally, we linearly

combine the sound pressure to generate the audio. For more

details, please refer to the original paper [19].

4. Audio Synthesis Validation

We validated the accuracy of our audio synthesis by com-

paring it with real world recordings. We recorded the sounds

made by striking four plates of different materials (granite,

slate, oak and marble) as shown in Figure 3b. The audio

was measured by exciting the center of the plates with a

contact speaker and measuring the resulting vibrations with

a piezo-electric contact microphone placed adjacent to the

speaker (shown in Figure 3a). All measurements were made

in a sound-proof booth to minimize background noise in the

recording.

(a) The recording setup (b) The four tiles we used

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 kHz
0

0.5

1 Synthetic
0

0.5

1

Real

(c) Real vs. synthetic spectra of granite

Tiles
Labeled

real (%)

Oak 45.3

Slate 50.5

Marble 52.6

Granite 46.3

(d) Behaviorial results

Figure 3: We validate our audio synthesis pipeline through

carefully-designed physics experiments. We record the sound of

four tiles of different materials (a-b), and compare its spectrum with

our synthesized audio (c) with corresponding physical properties.

We also conducted behavioral studies, asking humans which of the

two sounds match the image better. We show results in (d).

To generate synthetic sounds for the four plates, we used

FEM on object meshes, matching the shape and material

properties of the plates. We obtained ranges of material

properties (Young’s modulus, density, Poisson’s ratio and

damping coefficients) from engineering tables and performed

grid search to select optimal values. The most similar syn-

thetic sound was selected by comparing the power spectra

of the synthetic sound and the measured impact sound of the
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(a) Sample shapes in our Sound-20K dataset (b) Sample scenarios in our Sound-20K dataset

(Amplitude)

(Amplitude)

Time (s)

Sound

Video

Sound

Video

(c) Sample videos in our Sound-20K dataset

Figure 4: An overview of our Sound-20K dataset. We show objects (a), scenarios (b), and sample audio-visual data (c) in our dataset.

corresponding plate. Under synthetic settings, an impulse

force is applied at the center of plate’s surface. The micro-

phone position is set close to the center of the tile, in order

to match the measurement configuration.

We validated the accuracy of our synthetic sounds by

comparing the spectrum of synthetic audio with real record-

ings. Figure 3c shows the spectrum comparison between the

synthetic sound and the real recording of the granite tile. We

also designed a human perceptual study in which 95 people

were asked to judge whether the recording or the synthetic

was more realistic. Table 3d shows the percentage of people

who labeled synthetic sounds as real.

5. The Sound-20K Dataset

We built a new dataset, named Sound-20K, consisting of

20,378 audio-video pairs and other related data required to

generate Sound-20K.

Shapes We carefully selected 39 3D shapes from

ShapeNet [6]. They are all watertight, manifold meshes

with consistent outward facing normals. Objects are classi-

fied into six super categories and 21 categories. All shapes in

the dataset have been normalized with unit diagonal length

and been repositioned to their geometric center.

Recently, Fouhey et al. [14] introduced the concepts of

3D shape attributes, where they defined 12 attributes for 3D

shapes. We decide to also annotate the 3D attributes of the

objects in our dataset. Three of the attributes are specifically

for sculptures (e.g., multiple pieces), and thus we chose to

exclude them. The attributes we use include has planarity,

no planarity, has cylindrical, has roughness, mainly empty,

has hole, thin structures, mirror symmetry, and cubic aspect

ratio. We refer readers to [14] for more details.

We also label objects’ size as small, medium, or large,

which are taken into consideration for dataset generation to

ensure realism. Third, we specify possible materials associ-

ated with the shape. The most common material is labeled

and the corresponding texture is applied. Sample shapes are

shown in Figure 4a.

Materials Seven frequently used materials and their phys-

ical property parameters for sound generation and physical

simulation are provided. Seven materials include ceramic,
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polystyrene, steel, medium-density fiberboard (MDF), wood,

polycarbonate and aluminum. Each material has its mechan-

ical properties and acoustic property: Young’s modulus (E),
Poisson ratio (ν), density (ρ), friction coefficient (µ), coef-

ficient of restitution (e) and Rayleigh damping coefficients

(α, β) [1]. ρ, µ, e of each object are fed into the physics

engine for rigid body simulation; E, ν, ρ, α, β are used for

pre-computation and online audio synthesis.

Scenarios We have created 22 scenarios with different

levels of complexity. Each scenario is independent of shape

or material designations. These scenarios are derived from 9

basic frameworks in three levels of complexity. As shown in

Figure 4b, preliminary ones contain a few simple geometries,

including flat ground, a ramp, staircases, a corner between

walls and hemispherical shells. More advanced scenes have

a table on the ground and an uneven floor. Furthermore,

a study room and a dining table are also set up to meet

high level of conceptual richness. For each framework, we

appointed multiple initialization parameters with different

number of objects, linear velocities and angular velocities,

which control the potential interactions among objects in the

same scene during simulations.

Dataset We synthesize 20,378 videos with audios via

sampling from numerous possible combinations of shape-

material pairs in a customized manner. Explicitly, we impose

two constraints as follows. Only shapes of similar actual di-

mensions are allowed to jointly appear in a certain scenario;

and additionally, shapes are chosen only if their relative sizes

with respect to the scene setup are realistic. For example, a

chair and a table, which are considered to be large in size,

are reasonable to drop onto the ground together, but falling

down on a dining table would be unrealistic. Given these

restrictions, we are able to automatically generate scene en-

tries in batches as the input to our generative model. Sample

videos are shown in Figure 4c. We include more videos in

the supplementary material.

5.1. Dataset Analysis

Figure 5a shows that although the original ShapeNet

dataset has a strong skewness towards chairs, bottles and

some other particular categories, our selection tries to even

this distribution across most of the subcategories. After we

concatenated some subcategories with similar functionality

into a main category, the distribution is demonstrated in Fig-

ure 5b. As illustrated in Figure 5c, the distribution of objects

over all attributes is relatively even, which indicates a wide

coverage of shape characteristics. We plot the statistics for

the number of objects assigned to each material in Figure 5d.

The prior distribution across materials does not differ sig-

nificantly such that no material is marginalized due to its

minimal appearance in the dataset.
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Figure 5: Statistics of Sound-20K. Objects in the dataset distribute

across a diverse set of categories (a) and super-categories (b). They

also have an even distribution of shape attributes (c) and span across

a set of materials (d).

6. Object Perception with Audio-Visual Data

Our model generates data in two modalities: audio and

video. In this section, we verify that both auditory and visual

data contribute to physical object perception, but in comple-

mentary ways. We look into two tasks of object perception:

material recognition and 3D shape attribute recognition. We

observe that auditory data contain richer information of ob-

ject material, while visual data help to recognize 3D shape

attributes better.

6.1. Data

In addition to our synthetic Sound-20K, we consider two

real-world video datasets with audio.

Physics 101 [40] is a dataset containing 15,190 videos of

101 objects behaving in five scenarios. The scenarios include

objects falling onto a surface of a certain material, objects

splashing into water, etc. Each object is annotated with its

ground truth material, mass, and volume.

The Greatest Hits [32] is a dataset containing 977 videos of

a person probing environments with a drumstick. Each video,

on average, contains 48 actions (hits and scratches), and

there are 46,577 actions in total. The dataset also contains

the material label of the target object in each video.

6.2. Methods

We use standard convolutional networks for our study. As

we are learning jointly from audio and video, our network

has an audio stream and a visual stream. We show the
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Image

Waveform

ResNet-18

SoundNet-8

Figure 6: We used a two-stream convolutional network, where the

structure of the visual stream is an 18-layer ResNet [17], and that

of the auditory stream is an 8-layer SoundNet [2].

network structure in Figure 6.

Our visual stream employs a ResNet-18 [17], taking an

image as input and producing a 512-dim vector. Our audio

stream uses the same structure as SoundNet-8 [2], taking

a raw audio sequence as input and producing a 1,024-dim

vector. For multi-modal learning, we simply concatenate the

two vectors, leading to a latent vector of dimension 1,536.

The final output of the networks and the loss function

depend on the task. For material prediction, it would be n

k-dim vectors with cross entropy loss, where n is the number

of objects in the scene and k is the number of material types

in the dataset. For shape attribute recognition, it would be n

9-dim vectors with binary cross entropy loss, as we consider

9 shape attributes in our experiments.

Training Details We used stochastic gradient descent for

training, with a learning rate of 0.001, a momentum of 0.9,

and a batch size of 16. We implemented our framework in

Torch7 [9]. We trained all models from scratch, without any

pre-training.

6.3. Material Recognition

We first start with the task of material recognition. We

conduct experiments on Sound-20K and Physics 101, as they

all have material labels, with visual and/or auditory data as

input. For Sound-20K, we choose to use texture-less videos

to exclude the correlations between object appearance and

its material. For both datasets, we used 95% of the videos

for training, and 5% for testing.

Figure 7 shows the confusion matrices of material classi-

fication on the Physics 101 dataset, where we observe that

auditory data also contain rich and complementary informa-

tion for inferring object material, compared to visual data.

The results on Sound-20K are expected, because the visual

appearance of texture-less objects contains little informa-

tion about its material. The results on Physics 101 verified

that these effects exist in real-world videos. Specifically,

Figures 7b and 7c show that objects which are hard to dis-

criminate from visual data (a small metal coin vs. a piece of

wooden block), are identified by the model from the distinct

sounds they make.

Dataset Chance Auditory Visual A + V

Sound-20K 14.3 65.6 46.2 68.5

Physics 101 6.6 78.1 94.5 99.4

(a) Material classification on Sound-20K and Physics 101 [40].
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Figure 7: Auditory and visual data are complementary on material

recognition. We show classification accuracies in (a), where learn-

ing jointly from two modalities outperforms learning from either

one. In (b) and (c), we show confusion matrices on Physics 101 of

models using either visual or audio-visual data. Though visual data

is very informative, it makes mistakes for objects that are hardly

visible (coin vs. block). Using auditory data resolves the ambiguity.

6.4. Shape Attribute Recognition

Inferring full 3D shape from purely auditory data would

be challenging, if not intractable. However, it would be

interesting to investigate what information about 3D shape

we may recover from audio. As discussed in Section 5, we

labeled all objects in Sound-20K and Physics 101 with nine

attributes. We therefore would like to study what attributes

we may infer from audio-visual data. Our experiment setup

is the same as that in Section 6.3.

Table 1 shows results on 3D shape attribute recognition.

As expected, visual data contains rich information of most

shape attributes. At the same time, it is intriguing to find that

auditory data is also informative of many shape attributes.

7. Transferring from Synthetic to Real Data

We now demonstrate how knowledge learned on our syn-

thetic audio-visual dataset may transfer to real-world data.

As discussed earlier, auditory and visual data contain com-

plementary information of physical objects; we therefore

study two tasks: inferring object materials from auditory

data, and inferring shape attributes from audio-visual data.

7.1. Material Recognition from Auditory Data

Both Physics 101 and The Greatest Hits have object ma-

terial labels. However, their label sets are different from

the label set we used in Sound-20K. Therefore, we chose to
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Dataset Input
Curvature Occupancy

Avg
Plane ¬Plane Cyl Rough Emp Hole Thin Sym Cubic

Sound-20K

Auditory 78.1 77.9 69.9 72.2 78.8 86.9 77.8 69.7 73.2 76.1

Visual 86.5 86.3 78.1 71.4 78.7 87.1 75.3 72.2 78.9 79.4

A + V 86.9 86.9 81.1 80.6 84.0 90.8 84.7 79.0 81.4 83.9

Physics 101

Auditory 85.2 85.9 83.1 88.0 76.1 97.2 92.3 88.7 82.4 86.5

Visual 97.2 96.5 95.1 95.8 94.4 98.6 97.2 97.2 97.9 96.6

A + V 97.2 97.2 97.2 97.9 97.2 97.9 96.5 96.5 95.8 97.0

Table 1: Auditory and visual data are complementary on shape attribute recognition. On both Sound-20K and Physics 101 [40], learning

jointly from audio-visual data achieves the highest performance. Though for this task in specific, visual data plays the major role, we still

observe that audio also contains rich information of object shape attributes.
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Figure 8: Material classification on Physics 101 [40] with various

features learned on the synthetic Sound-20K and a linear SVM.

Left: confusion matrix with our conv7 features. Right: accuracies.
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Figure 9: Material classification on The Greatest Hits [32] with

various features learned on the synthetic Sound-20K and a linear

SVM. Left: confusion matrix with our conv7 features. Right:

classification accuracies.

evaluate how well the features learned on Sound-20K can

transfer to these real datasets. In specific, we extract features

from middle layers of the network, and apply a linear SVM

on these features for material classification.

In Figure 8 and Figure 9 we show results on material clas-

sification, where we compare features from various layers

of the audio stream of our network, trained on the synthetic

Sound-20K, with other features that are either hand-designed,

or learned directly on these real datasets. We also show the

confusion matrices of our conv7 features. We see that our

features, learned on synthetic data, achieve comparable re-

sults with the classic MFCC features [11].

7.2. Shape Attribute Recognition

We also study, on Physics 101, how well the model trained

on Sound-20K can perform on shape attribute recognition.

Input Plane ¬Plane Cyl Rough Emp Hole Thin Sym Cubic Avg

A 48.1 50.0 53.9 86.5 78.9 83.7 31.7 41.8 79.8 61.6

V 70.2 69.2 58.7 43.3 38.5 61.5 42.3 71.2 63.5 57.6

Table 2: Shape attribute recognition on the object falling scenario

in Physics 101, using models trained on a subset of audios and

object silhouettes from Sound-20K

For this task, we use 785 videos in Sound-20K with one

object in the scene for training; we use one scenario from

Physics 101— object falling — for evaluation. This is be-

cause these scenes share similar visual layout. As videos

in these two datasets have very different appearances, we

use object silhouettes instead of RGB images as visual input.

We obtain the silhouettes using background subtraction. For

this task, we directly evaluate the learned model on real data,

without any fine-tuning. As shown in Table 2, representa-

tions learned on synthetic data can directly be transferred to

real-world input, and audio and visual data perform well on

different sets of attributes.

8. Conclusion

In this paper, we proposed using synthetic audio-visual

data for physical object perception. Using synthetic data has

unique advantages: they are relatively easy to collect and ex-

pand, and they are fully annotated. Secondly, we constructed

a physics-based open-source pipeline that synthesizes au-

thentic audio-visual data at a large scale. Such a pipeline

provides easy access and flexibility for future researchers to

investigate how auditory and visual information could help

in various perception tasks.
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